Cholesterol storage and tau pathology in Niemann-Pick type C disease in the brain.
Niemann-Pick type C disease is an inherited neurovisceral storage disorder with intracellular accumulation of cholesterol. In affected brains, many ballooned neurons are seen. Considerable nerve cell loss of unknown pathogenesis leads to neurological deterioration and dementia. Chemical examination of brains has failed to demonstrate increased levels of cholesterol. Using filipin fluorometry of neuronal cells in tissue slices, we found massive accumulation of cholesterol in neurons in four out of five human Niemann-Pick type C cases including adult patients. Neurofibrillary tangles composed of aggregates of the otherwise highly soluble protein tau were present in three Niemann-Pick type C cases and were also immunologically identical to those associated with Alzheimer's disease. However, only a thin slab of spinal cord or a tiny piece of isocortex was available for examination in the two cases without tangles. In a further semi-quantitative analysis of 576 neurons, we determined higher cholesterol content in tangle-bearing neurons than in adjacent tangle-free neurons. The association of cholesterol accumulation with neurofibrillary degeneration in Niemann-Pick type C disease and Alzheimer's disease awakens interest in the role of impaired cholesterol metabolism in the development of neurofibrillary tangles in both diseases.